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et al., 2012)
years. The accuracy of these algorithms is considered better
than the other state-of-the art algorithms in this domain.
In addition to accuracy, an effort is made to improve the
complexity of the algorithms in order to predict an optimal
ordering algorithms are executed twice, once for the generation
chain accuracy with predicted order. In this paper, we discuss
terms of both accuracy and execution time. Moreover, we have

which the problem with L labels is decomposed in |L|
h(x) is learnt for the input instance features as modelled
in equations (2) to (4), for the example given in Figure 1.
The multi label output is generated by combining the
|L| problems with linear
complexity, but the major problem is that it ignores the
label dependences.

which exploits the semantic relationships among the labels of
a dataset. The predicted label’s order is computed without the
among the labels are analysed and an order is generated, which
is better in terms of accuracy and computational time than the
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shown in Figure 1 and the focus of this paper is on
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h j ( x) arg max p( y j | x)
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for index j 1,..., L
...(01)

be modelled as shown in equation (1). Furthermore,
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In equation (1), y j is the predicted Jth label for input
features set x. h (x )
maximum a posteriori estimation is considered. For
the above mentioned example in Figure 1 (having four
possible labels), equation (1) can be modelled as given
in equations (2) and (3). Each label is either assigned to
an instance or not (represented as 0 or 1), the output is
method for the above mentioned example can generically
be modelled as given in equation (4), in which a single

^
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^

h( x )

^

y 1 ,..., y 4

...(02)

arg max p( y1 | x),..., arg max p( yL | x)
y1 {0 ,1}

y 4 {0 ,1}

f 1 ( x ),..., f L ( x )

f (W T x )

^

y

arg max p( y | x)
y {0,1}L

...(07)

The concept is demonstrated with an example in Figure 2
having three instances with input feature (x1, x2 and x3)
and modelled mathematically using equations (8) to (11).
it includes the predictions as a feature vector of the input.
individual label after transformation to binary problems
from the multi label problem to some extent.

...(03)

...(04)

The assumption of label dependence, which is modelled
as in equation (5) cannot be ignored for all the times.
movie does not imply that it cannot be a horror movie.
is to identify the label correlations, which exist among

et al., 2009). The author introduced a chain of
x) to the
To predict the label y j , the previously predicted outputs
( y1 ,..., y j 1 ) are used with the input features. The
label dependencies, thus improves the prediction of the
et al
et al., 2014).
L

p( y | x)

p( x )

p( y j | x)
j 1

label Y1
output of label Y1 will be used with input feature vector
x for label Y2 prediction as formulated in equation (9).
Label Y and Y4 will also be predicted in the same way
^

y
^

y1
^

...(05)
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^

L

p ( y | x)

In the above example, labels are predicted in a random

p ( y j | x, y1 ,..., y j 1 )

y3
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y 1 ,..., y L ] will be returned to the user.
~

h1 ( x )
~

...(08)
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h2 ( x , y 1 )
~

^
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h3 ( x , y 1 , y 2 )

...(10)
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This technique is tested on 10 benchmark datasets and is

adopted, where label ordering is ignored. In this strategy,
at initial level propagates in the next level (Senge et al.,
et al., 2014). The working out of an
optimised label sequence is computationally inept due to
higher search space of possible permutations, where is
the total number of labels available. Literature shows that
there are different ways in which possible combinations
of labels are evaluated. These techniques are used to
minimise the error propagation in the chain. The simplest
strategy is the greedy search, which selects the maximum
probability at each stage. In this strategy, the error in early
stages propagates in the chain (Mena et al
et al., 2010)
in which all possible outputs are considered at later stages.
The problem with this strategy is expensive in terms of
computational resources as it checks all the possible paths
down the tree. The technique is demonstrated equally
in Figure 2 with arrows demonstrating the order. There
et al., 2012),
beam search (Kumar et al
et al., 2004), which eliminates a few
children of a node are selected whose joint conditional
probability is more than the threshold value and rest are
discarded. In beam search algorithms more than one
path in the probabilistic tree is explored. This method
considers a parameter b, which is the width of the beam
for considering the paths in the tree at each level. Monte

et al

set D and label set L (Keikha & Hashemi,

D = {(Xk , Lk), k = 1,…,K}
L = {lj : j = 1,…, M}
for j=1,…,M do
D’ = {}
)
j
j

l^j
hj (X^)
> A is an array for accuracies
A(1, j) = Accuracy (hj)
end for
Rank (A) descendingly

et al.,

et al.,
three datasets, i.e., yeast, emotions and collection of car
sales records from an automotive company in Thailand.
Label ordering (LP)
(Soonsiripanichkul et al.,

et al
et al
2017).

terms of computational complexity (Keikha & Hashemi,

et al

label ordering and error propagation, a technique called

this technique the multi label problem is transformed

x # attribute vector
y # set of labels
q # range of y
N # number of instances
Input: Dataset M composed of feature x and set of labels
y. There are I instances
Output: New dataset that order of labels is recorded
1: For
Do
2: binaryTransformation(x,y)
)
j
j
4: Sort yj
5: Return newM = {(x1,y~1 ),…,(xN ,y~N )}
The genetic algorithm is also used for generating label
order (Goncalves et al, 2013). In this approach the

The major problem with this technique is the execution
of the algorithm, which takes double processing time.
Journal of the National Science Foundation of Sri Lanka 47(2)

and validating. Label order optimisation is done on the
June 2019
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evaluated on the validation set. Final accuracy is obtained

measured. Frequency and co-occurrence among labels is
computed as L*L

are represented in a sequence, which formulates initial
(12)], exact match equation (13) and Hamming Loss
equation (14) measures are amalgamated to formulate
initialisation phase, the category with a high number of
does not give better results than cross over and mutation
test dataset. This approach has a high execution cost as
each time every order is evaluated on a subset of the
dataset. The approach is evaluated on a set of benchmark
datasets with comparison of the results on the accuracy,
exact match and hamming loss.

EM =

HL =

1
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Zi

Yi

Zi
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1
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n

...(12)

...(13)

i 1
n

between the previously selected label and the label in the
remaining label set L
and will be removed from the original label set L. The
loop will iterate until one label is left in the original label
label set.

Yi Z i

...(14)

i 1

Fitness (i) =

EM

ACC (1 HL )
3

...(15)

In all of the above three approaches the order is generated
of the approaches exploit the semantic relationship that
resides inside the dataset among the labels. To improve
the accuracy with optimum order and less execution
time, we have devised an algorithm that explores the
relationship between the labels of a dataset without

techniques.

The problem is to formulate an organisation for a dataset
D having L labels, which gives better accuracy results.
The existing techniques are costly in terms of computation
time, in which all the possible ordering are measured.
There is a need to semantically analyse the dataset
and predict a chain without taxonomy and algorithm
execution. Nonetheless, our algorithm exploits the chain
order by exploring the semantic relationship between the
labels in the dataset. Initially the frequency of labels and
the co-occurrence that exist among the labels have been
June 2019

label is removed from the original label set. In the second
phase, a loop is iterated for the remaining labels. The
cardinality of the remaining labels will be computed each
time with the label selected at the previous level using

Input: D (dataset), L(label set)
Output: C (ordered label set)
Max = 0
For each label £ L do
Compute |£ |
If (|£ | > max) then

End if
[1]
End for
While
do
Max = 0
For each label £

L do

If (max < c )do

End if
End for

End while
Return Ç
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The working of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated
on the Emotions dataset in Figure 3. The dataset contains

occurrence matrix of all labels available in the dataset
labels in the dataset and C
part of the algorithm RC is selected having maximum
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cardinality, which is removed from L set and added to
the C set. The algorithm then iterates until the elements
in the L
QS
label is added to the chain C as having the maximum
co-occurrence with the previous selected label RC. In the
second iteration, SL label is added to the chain as having
maximum co-occurrence with QS. The process continues
until all labels are removed from the L set and added to
the C set. Finally the algorithm returns the C set as an
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output. The ordered chain of label C is given as input to

Moreover, we have used four measures from multi

et al
et al
et al
are categorised into label based evaluation and example
(17) and accuracy equation (18)] from example based
dataset used in the comparison of the proposed algorithm
with existing algorithms. The evaluation criteria for the
comparison and the achieved results along with their
analysis is also discussed.
The experimental results are obtained on Intel core
IDE version 8.1 with Java Development Kit (JDK)
version 1.8 is used. The algorithm was implemented in

The performance of the techniques was evaluated in
terms of accuracy, hamming loss, F1 micro averaged by
the labels and running time. Nine supervised datasets were
were taken from the Mulan Library (Tsoumakas et al.,

(19) from label based evaluation measures. We have
also compared the time taken by each technique for
X, Li
was used in all three equations, where Li is the set of
true/actual labels, and E i represents the predicted set
of labels. Li Ei represents the symmetric difference
between the actual and predicted labels. Hamming loss
encounters the prediction (incorrect label was assigned
to an instance) and omission errors (correct label for an
instance is not predicted). The symmetric difference is
divided by |L| to get normalised values between 0 and
1. In computing the accuracy, the number of instances
having the same predicted and actual labels was divided
by the total number of instances. F1 macro is computed
in terms of precision, recall and total number of labels
L

(21) respectively.
Hamming loss =

et al.,

1
D

D

Li E i
L

i 1

...(17)

(Santos et al.,
et al

1
D

et al

In the experimental section, we have used nine standard
datasets given in Table 1. These datasets were categorised
on the basis of, number of labels, number of features,
dataset size, domain, and cardinality.

D
i 1

F-measure macro =

Li

Ei

Li

Ei

1
L

D

i 1

...(18)

2 Pi Ri
Pi

Ri

...(19)

Datasets description
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Flags

7

19

194

Image

3.33

Enron

53

1,001

1,702

Text

3.38
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of all the techniques on every dataset. The proposed

D

Pi = 1

D

1
Ri =
D

i

| Li E i |
| Li |
1

D
i 1

...(20)
A is better than B

| Li E i |
| Li |

...(21)

and C.
In Table 2, the rank results of accuracies show that

These parameters are considered as standard parameters
can be determined by the resulting higher values for
accuracy and F measure and lower values for hamming

counterparts such as for the datasets Flags, Yeast,

techniques have the same results, while in a few cases, the

achieved a low value for total time, which proves our
run of 10 times.
We have compared our proposed technique with two

F macro averaged by labels are better for higher values.
The hamming loss and total time are better for smaller
values. Our claim is pretty near to improved accuracy
with less time. The results obtained were evaluated for

The results of Friedman test for the obtained value of p
2
r statistics value

On other datasets, its accuracy is close to the other three
techniques. The rank sum results from the Friedman test

test (Friedman, 1937). Friedman test ranks the results

Dataset

Yeast
Genbase

0.502 (3)
0.989 (2.5)

0.488 (4)
0.989 (2.5)

0.520 (2)
0.989 ( 2.5)

0.544 (1)
0.989 ( 2.5)

0.385 (4)
0.433 (1)

0.402 (2)
0.273 (3.5)

0.400 (3)
0.273 (3.5)

0.403 (1)
0.277 ( 2)

Enron

0.397 (4)

0.407 ( 2.5)

0.407 (2.5)

0.408 (1)

0.205 (4)

0.239 (3)

0.355 (2)

0.395 (1)
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of the proposed technique. In Table 3, the overall values
three comparative techniques. The results of the four
all the techniques from the Friedman test with the base

test. Hamming loss values for the ten runs out of 18 were

Yeast

0.195 (2)

0.214 (4)

0.205 (3)

0.180 (1)

0.293 (1)

0.310 (2.5)

0.315 (4)

0.310 (2.5)

Scene

0.107 (3)

0.103 (2)

0.092 (1)

0.115 (4)

0.178 (3)

0.103 (1)

0.111 (2)

0.238 (4)

0.178 (2.5)

0.178 (2.5)

Dataset

June 2019

Enron

0.218 (3)

0.219 (2)

0.217 (4)

0.227 (1)

0.144 (4)

0.357 (1)
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achieved by higher values for F1 measure. The result of
the F measure averaged by label on all the datasets using
has better accuracy on Flag, Yeast, Emotions, Enron,

the four techniques.
The lower value for total time parameter shows
the supremacy of the proposed technique over the

because in existing techniques only these two techniques
based on the Friedman test with a p value 0.04885.

of value 0.04885 based on the Friedman test. The rank

basic supremacy of our proposed technique. The tradeoff
between computational time and accuracy is much

21, 22 and 15 respectively. The rank sum results show
in a very short time.

Flags

0.784 (2)

0.391 (1)

accuracy, especially when the number of labels is hefty.
We have concluded from the experimental analysis that
our algorithm achieves better accuracy than the previous
algorithm in a short time. In future, more consideration
can be given to exploit more semantic relations among
the labels of a dataset. The similarity measure can be
amalgamated with some other measures to improve the
label ordering.
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